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▧  Typically refers to the creation of virtual 
machine that can emulate or simulate all of 
the hardware resources, including 
processors, memory, storage, and network 
connectivity.

▧ A logical representation of a computer in 
software. 

What



▧ Provide an equivalent environment  
  

▧ Secured control of virtualized resources

▧ At least similar performance

Requirements



▧ Increase the utilization of costly hardware 
resources

▧ Teach\Test\Research
▧ Flexibility
▧ Duplicate environments easily
▧ Console emulation

▧ Cloud-based solution

Why



▧ Hardware virtualization
▧ Operating-system-level virtualization
▧ Application virtualization
▧ Memory \ Storage \ Data virtualization

○ Including distributed file systems
▧ Networks virtualization 

○ Including VPNs

Types of virtualization



▧ Full virtualization

▧ Paravirtualization

▧ Hardware-assisted virtualization

Types of Hardware Virtualization



▧ Enables communication between hardware
and a virtual machine.

▧ Hypervisor vs. VMM
▧ Type1 - sitting on hardware - also called 

bare metal hypervisor
▧ Type 2 - on top of the 

operating system

Hypervisors



▧ Host machine vs. guest machine
▧ x86 privilege levels (protection rings)
▧ Segmentation - a hardware feature of the 

x86 CPU that limits
access of memory.

Introduction to virtualization



▧ Replaces privileged instructions with 
sequences of instructions that perform the 
privileged operations in the virtual machine 
rather than on the physical machine

▧ Often uses a translation cache
▧ Combined with direct execution of user 

mode code running in the virtual machine
▧ VMMs enforce usage of VM memory only 

using hardware segmentation

Binary Translation



▧ A complete virtual system is created and 
maintained by the VMM to abstract the real 
hardware from the
virtual machine

▧ Uses binary 
translation

▧ Who?
○ Microsoft Virtual 

Server
○ VMware ESXi

Full Virtualization

(VT‐x and AMD‐V)



▧ Created to replace the big overhead of full 
virtualization

▧ Naturally, more suitable to OS’s that run 
external VMMs

▧ paravirtualization cannot 
support unmodified 
operating systems

Paravirtualization



▧ Privileged and sensitive calls are set to 
automatically trap the hypervisor

▧ The guest state is stored in Virtual Machine 
Control Structures (Intel’s VT-x) or Virtual 
Machine Control Blocks (AMD-V).

▧ VMware’s binary 
translation outperforms
hardware assist 
implementations

Hardware Assisted Virtualization



Hardware Assisted Virtualization



So, what are YOU doing?

▧ I’m working in the virtualization group of 
Ravello systems - now Oracle

▧ We povide a solution to whoever wants to 
virtualize their VMs and network over the 
cloud

▧ @cbelle1234
▧ Carinebellef at gmail



▧ Using a virtual machine is a good thing – 
but don’t assume that only by using a virtual 
machine you’ll be completely protected

▧ (Anti analysis tricks)
▧ VM escaping - Breaking out of a virtual 

machine and interacting with the host 
operating system

▧ Pwn2Own vs. google
▧ Cloudbust - presented by Kostya 

Kortchinsky at Blackhat USA 2009

Security issues?



▧ Most known vulnerabilities are related to 
shared-folders and I/O devices, using them 
to access the files and files-systems.

Cloudburst



▧ 3 different ways that the pci device can 
communicate with the host process

▧

Cloudburst
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